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No-Cry Sleep Training: 

Pantley Pull-Off 
Now let’s talk about the Pantley Pull-Off.  

Here’s a typical scenario: you have a baby that is feeding to sleep and 

needs the nipple from the breast or bottle IN her mouth to fall asleep. 

The parents want to break this association without many tears.  

Here’s how you use this technique—when getting the baby to sleep, 

feed him as usual but break the seal with your finger when the sucking 

slows down. Then you remove the nipple completely from your baby’s 

mouth. The baby will likely startle and root for the nipple. Try to hold 

his mouth closed with your finger under his chin, applying pressure 

while rocking or swaying. If he fusses or continues to root for the 

nipple, go back to feeding him but repeat the removal process. The goal 

is to get him to fall asleep without the nipple in his mouth. 

Here are some details you need to know about the Pantley Pull-Off.  

1) At first, it might take more than 5 attempts to get the baby to sleep. 

The removals should become easier after a few days. Once the 

removals have become easier, you can try decreasing your assistance to 

help him fall asleep, as previously discussed in the first technique. 

2) Don’t attempt this technique at nap-time just yet, only focus on 

nights. This is because there is more sleep pressure at nighttime, 

making this the easier fish to fry.  
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3) It doesn’t work for every baby. In fact, with some babies it can 

create lots of crying if they feel teased by being offered the nipple to 

begin with. Here you are, offering the baby the nipple, and then going 

“tricked you!” before removing it. This technique might alsocreate lots 

of crying with babies who are being offered the nipple to help relax or 

wind down throughout the day. So if a baby heavily relies on the breast 

for comfort during the daytime, it’s going to be an uphill battle to teach 

him how to fall asleep without that comfort at nighttime. I also find that 

older babies and toddlers tend to have a much harder time with this 

technique than the younger ones. 

If you work at the Pantley Pulloff and get it to work for you and your 

baby, that’s great! Good job. Now it’s time to move on to step 2 of 

your sleep plan: either decreasing your assistance at bedtime or using a 

sleep training approach. 


